RDA Strategy 2018 - 2020

▶ Now is the time for a forward-looking strategy for RDA
▶ Important issues to address: scalability, governance, regional and disciplinary engagement, new domains, sustainability, business models
▶ Examples of what we need to answer:
  ▶ How we can work with other data initiatives and other data stakeholders?
  ▶ How can RDA cope with twice as many working groups?
  ▶ How can we grow and still retain our dynamic membership culture?
  ▶ How do we make global solutions from distinct, diverse regions?
  ▶ How can we make sure that we remain sustainable?
▶ Action-focused, fast but consultative, clear tracked deliverables
▶ Small core team responsible for delivering the strategy: Fran, Ross, Ingrid, Edit, Sandra
▶ Working throughout with Council & Subcommittees, TAB, Secretariat, and RDA membership
Plan to develop new Strategy

Identify strategic priorities, draft plan

Present for Membership input & feedback

Finalise, resource & deliver

Seek membership input & engagement